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Rodrigo Antezana started his career with S&D as an intern in the 
summer of 2010 creating O&Ms. He continued his internship while 
attending school to earn his Mechanical Engineering degree at the 
University of Maryland. After graduation, he was promoted to a 
Project Engineer, and now will be working as a Project Manager 
on our Center Stage project. 

Rodrigo offered the following advice to construction professionals 
considering a Project Management position, “continue to work 
hard and  absorb as much as possible from fellow Project 
Managers and Project Executives. Be proactive by asking to take 
on new tasks (when possible) to develop fundamental Project 
Management Skills.” 

Amanda Shapiro  attended James Madison University and earned 
a degree in Engineering with minors in both math and business. 
During her collegiate years, she  interned for Shapiro & Duncan in 
the Construction Department. She worked in the Estimating 
Department for a short period of time and then moved to 
Engineering Department where she could utilize her education.  
Amanda says, “ my keys to success were never being afraid to ask 
questions and always doing what one promises.”  

Now promoted to Mechanical Engineer, Amanda is expected to 
know and carry out the steps it takes to create a successful design; 
coordinate with other members of the team; and to work with other 
trades to get a design complete and ready for construction. 

 

Dan Zimmerman started his career with S&D as a construction 
intern in 2005 while attending Montgomery College. After 
transferring to University of Maryland  and earning a Bachelor of 
Science in Mechanical Engineering, he came back to work for S&D 
as a Project Engineer.  

Recently, promoted as Design Build Manager, Dan takes the lead 
engineer role on major projects; develops proposals for potential 
new work,; guides younger engineers through projects and 
coordinates the efforts of engineers on major projects. 


